
INCORPORATION    OF   CAD   SOFTware  
CAD software is an effective tool used by designers to show clients a particular design / 
concept quickly and clearly. Often a designer can use a CAD program to build their designs 
which can then allow to print real-life prototypes of them using a 3D printer. 

Implementing CAD systems into a design process has numerous advantages, including: 

• an increase in the productivity of the designer 

• higher quality designs are produced 

• better communication to audience / client 
• greater accuracy and detail 

Autodesk Inventor 2017 is a 3D CAD software that offers professional-grade 3D mechanical 
design, documentation and simulation tools. I utilised this program and its features to build at least two product prototypes and 
one final design. 

Inventor is relatively uncomplicated for amateur designers, with graphical displays and help features that make the prototyping 
process simple. Generally in order to build a single prototype I went though the below steps: 

Throughout this simple and lengthy process however, various difficulties, problems and considerations would arise, namely:

Dimensioning 
The size and dimensions of any product design is crucial to grasp in order for the product to work, partially when there is an 
ergonomic aspect to it. With my second generation Apple Pencil, I needed to determine an estimated size for my stylus and 

subsequent keyboard (when in use). In order to do this I used basic anthropometric data of the average human hand, as well as 
the dimensions of the current Apple Pencil.

Showing the Holographic Function 
In almost all of my prototypes and designs, a holographic 
keyboard would be projected out from the device. This 
functional concept was essential is the communication of 
my design however somewhat difficult to show on a CAD 
program. After considering my options I built a translucent 
pyramid shaped object and build a keyboard underneath it. 

Use of the Decal Function 
Essentially the decal function in Inventor 2017 allows the 
designer to place a sketched shape or image onto irregular 
geometry such as a curved surface. For instance the feature 
could decal the coke sticker onto a coke can or in this case 
the Apple pencil icon onto the pencil itself. Furthermore the 
emboss feature solidifies the decal making it more 
permanent.

Anthropometric data based on 600 people shows… 

the best stylus length sits between 110mm — 140mm 
the best stylus thickness sits between 5mm — 14mm (        )⌀
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sustainable      MATERIALs 
With an overpopulated planet, hungry for electricity and resources, sustainability is 
perhaps one of the biggest challenges of the future. Everyday companies, designers 
and engineers continue to strive to design sustainable products that are made from 

biodegradable materials and/or recycled products. The use of such materials eliminate 
the need for extraction of raw materials and also minimises the amount of waste that 
end up in landfills — this thus minimises the impact on the environment.

The current smart styluses currently on the market some are made from polished aluminium, PET plastic and other materials. 
Each of these materials have their benefits and their cons.

The Verdict 
After a detailed, unbiased analysis of the potential materials used in the production of the Apple Pencil, I made the decision to 
build the product from polished aluminium, painted / coloured a near white. The reason for choosing aluminium over PET plastic 
was because it was better for the environment and a polished aluminium pen / pencil has a more professional feel which would 
appeal to my target market group outlined on pa

POLISHED ALUMINIUM

PROS — More durable, Easier to reuse / recycle than 

PET Plastic, more professional feel. 
CONS — Can’t get the shinny white texture unique to 

Apple, Slightly heavier than plastics/

PET PLASTIC

PROS — Very light in weight, modern / sleek look 

CONS — More difficult to recycle (but still possible).

As Apple is a company who today have firm ethical and environmental standards, my Apple Pencil II design needs to consider 
reducing environmental impact. This can be achieved by: 
• Using biodegradable materials in design & manufacturing 
• Using recycled products to create new products 
• Change the manufacturing process to minimise the level of greenhouse gas emissions

SCSA: 23226180
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http://www.learneasy.info/MDME/MEMmods/MEM30008A-EcoErgo/
Ergonomics/Ergonomics.html

From left to right: http://gorillafeed.com/gift-ideas-for-science-nerds/. http://snclpackaging.com.au/product.php?productid=17695

https://www.apple.com/shop/product/
MK0C2AM/A/apple-pencil-for-ipad-pro

Screenshot from Autodesk Inventor

Screenshots from Autodesk Inventor

Icons are screenshots from 
Autodesk Inventor

Apple Pencil Dimensions: Predicted Dimensions for the Apple Pencil II:

http://www.learneasy.info/MDME/MEMmods/MEM30008A-EcoErgo/Ergonomics/Ergonomics.html
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.hotgirls.scenery_lwp
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.hotgirls.scenery_lwp
http://snclpackaging.com.au/product.php?productid=17695
http://www.learneasy.info/MDME/MEMmods/MEM30008A-EcoErgo/Ergonomics/Ergonomics.html
https://www.apple.com/shop/product/MK0C2AM/A/apple-pencil-for-ipad-pro
https://www.apple.com/shop/product/MK0C2AM/A/apple-pencil-for-ipad-pro
http://snclpackaging.com.au/product.php?productid=17695

